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IntroductionIntroduction

�� Semantic Web Services Semantic Web Services –– extension of Web Service extension of Web Service 
technologies with semantics in order to automate ta sks technologies with semantics in order to automate ta sks 
common when using WScommon when using WS

�� Phases of the Semantic Process Management:Phases of the Semantic Process Management:
�� ModelingModeling

�� ConfigurationConfiguration

�� ExecutionExecution

�� AnalysisAnalysis

�� Tasks: publishing, discovery, selection, compositio n, Tasks: publishing, discovery, selection, compositio n, 
invocation, deployment and ontology managementinvocation, deployment and ontology management

�� SWS frameworks combine semantic description of WS SWS frameworks combine semantic description of WS 
capabilities, input, outputs and behavior with the capabilities, input, outputs and behavior with the 
syntactic description in WSDL and XMLsyntactic description in WSDL and XML --SchemaSchema
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Semantics and Web ServicesSemantics and Web Services

�� Functional Semantics Functional Semantics -- supposing that the supposing that the 
functionality of a WS is fully described by its inp uts and functionality of a WS is fully described by its inp uts and 
outputs, we can apply matching algorithmsoutputs, we can apply matching algorithms

�� Data Semantics Data Semantics –– can overcome restrictions of the can overcome restrictions of the 
syntactical and structural description about datasyntactical and structural description about data

�� QoSQoS Semantics Semantics -- after discovering according to the after discovering according to the 
requirements potentially applicable service, the se lection requirements potentially applicable service, the se lection 
of most suitable service is neededof most suitable service is needed

�� Execution Semantics Execution Semantics -- involves e.g. flow of actions, involves e.g. flow of actions, 
communication patterns, message sequence, communication patterns, message sequence, 
preconditions and effects of WS invocationspreconditions and effects of WS invocations

�� Domain Semantics Domain Semantics -- healthcare, biohealthcare, bio --informatics, informatics, 
telecommunications, military, school administrationtelecommunications, military, school administration
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System for semantic composition of servicesSystem for semantic composition of services
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OntologiesOntologies for Automatic Workflow for Automatic Workflow 
ManagementManagement

�� Aims for using an ontology:Aims for using an ontology:
�� better data organization by adding additional metadata better data organization by adding additional metadata 

describing semantics of the data available in the system describing semantics of the data available in the system 
(for describing IOPE),(for describing IOPE),

�� to conceptualize the domain and provide a vocabulary of to conceptualize the domain and provide a vocabulary of 
terms occurring in it (user communication and terms occurring in it (user communication and 
collaboration),collaboration),

�� ontology capturing the domain of risk management ontology capturing the domain of risk management 
and related areas (concepts from geography, and related areas (concepts from geography, 
meteorology, natural disasters and risk meteorology, natural disasters and risk 
management),management),

�� user model that contains information about the user model that contains information about the 
user's knowledge and relation to the domain user's knowledge and relation to the domain 
entities.entities.
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Workflow Composition and Workflow Composition and 
Execution ModuleExecution Module

�� Petri net model for the workflow description,Petri net model for the workflow description,
�� Abstract Workflow Composition Tool is responsible Abstract Workflow Composition Tool is responsible 

for workflow construction and uses backtracking for workflow construction and uses backtracking 
from the final activity to the initial activities o f the from the final activity to the initial activities o f the 
workflow,workflow,

�� Executable Workflow Composition Tool Executable Workflow Composition Tool -- Extended Extended 
process of workflow refinement that changes an process of workflow refinement that changes an 
abstract workflow into the executable one,abstract workflow into the executable one,

�� Workflow Execution Engine is the place where Workflow Execution Engine is the place where 
workflow is running in, it works on Petriworkflow is running in, it works on Petri --net net 
principle of passing tokens,principle of passing tokens,

�� The functionality of this module was already tested  The functionality of this module was already tested  
at the textat the text --mining workflow that links together text mining workflow that links together text 
mining services.mining services.
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Achieving of service interoperability via Achieving of service interoperability via 
semantic technologies seams to be promising semantic technologies seams to be promising 
approach,approach,

�� Availability of formal description of meaning Availability of formal description of meaning 
and context of services, without necessity to and context of services, without necessity to 
modify the services themselves,modify the services themselves,

�� Introduced approach utilizes the produced Introduced approach utilizes the produced 
results in previous executions of workflows and results in previous executions of workflows and 
their metatheir meta --information in form of information in form of QoSQoS
parametersparameters
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Interesting topics in Interesting topics in 
context of SWScontext of SWS

�� Data grounding (lifting and lowering),Data grounding (lifting and lowering),
�� Behavioral grounding,Behavioral grounding,

�� Werner von Siemens Excellence AwardWerner von Siemens Excellence Award --
KategKateg óóriaria C (C (najlepnajlep ššia diplomovia diplomov áá prpr áácaca))::

IngIng . Roman . Roman KolcunKolcun , , KPI, FEI TU v KoKPI, FEI TU v Ko ššiciachiciach zaza
projektprojekt SSéémantickmantick éé webovwebov éé sluslu žžbyby
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Related research projectsRelated research projects

�� VEGA Grant No.VEGA Grant No. 1/3135/06 1/3135/06 ““ Methods and tools Methods and tools 
for design of the integrated distributed for design of the integrated distributed 
applications based on applications based on ambientsambients -- higherhigher --level level 
agentsagents ““ ,,

�� APVV Grant No.APVV Grant No. 03910391--06 06 ““ Semantic composition Semantic composition 
of web and grid servicesof web and grid services ““


